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Category:Free media playersClimate Change and Obesity – What do we know? Climate Change
and Obesity – What do we know? Research carried out in 2012 by the World Health Organisation
(WHO) indicates that the link between climate change and obesity is a complicated one, the
mechanisms underlying this relationship can’t be simply drawn from correlation between extreme
weather and obesity. Whilst there is a strong link between climate change and obesity, the data is
limited and much of the research is based on self-reporting from the participants. There is an
increasing amount of research being carried out, that proves there is a correlation between obesity
and extreme weather, with three of the most common factors in this study being low-cost, timeconsuming, unhealthy, high-calorie foods and easy access to them. The study carried out by the
WHO was conducted in five continents, investigating the link between extreme weather and
obesity. It involved 25 countries and over 400,000 people. Results of the study led to three main
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conclusions: This study is a step in the right direction for those who are trying to find answers. The
next step is to carry out extensive and rigorous research on this topic. There is a need for this due to
the fact that the link between extreme weather and obesity is very strong. There are ways to deal
with the increasing rates of obesity and climate change, with possibilities such as expanding healthy
and sustainable food options and increasing physical activity levels.Former Michigan State
University police officer Andrew Mitchell is out of jail in part because he has a family and
girlfriend. On Friday, the former cop was released from Macomb County Jail, according to WDIV.
He had been held there since he was arrested on May 7, 2013, for allegedly crashing into the home
of a pregnant woman. Mitchell, who pleaded guilty to misdemeanor reckless driving, was sentenced
to six months on Feb. 27. Related: Michigan State cop Andrew Mitchell accused of crashing into
pregnant woman's home to keep her quiet Michigan State University police officer charged with
drunk driving in crash that injured pregnant woman On July 12, a judge ordered Mitchell to pay
$55,000 and undergo two years of probation and undergo counseling for alcohol abuse. He is
required to keep a $1,000 home security system and cannot drink alcohol for a year. The former
cop also must pay
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